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Abstract:
The outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 has created a global pandemic resulting in over 1 million deaths
worldwide. Rapid estimations of transmission and mutational patterns of virus outbreaks can
be accomplished using whole genome viral sequencing. Here we report the development of a
local pipeline for molecular epidemiological surveillance enabling DoD public health officials to
track viral evolution and outbreaks. Sequencing of clinical specimens revealed that by June
2020, SAR-CoV-2 strains carrying the 614G mutation were the predominant cause of COVID-19
infections at JBSA/Lackland. Furthermore, we identified and mapped six additional spike
protein amino acid changes, information which could potentially aid vaccine design. The
sequencing and phylogenetic workflow described in this paper will enable local officials to track
and better understand virus transmission events. Overall, this work could improve long-term
readiness efforts by providing a mechanism for analyzing the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic as
well as future disease outbreaks.
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Introduction:
In December 2019, whole genome shotgun sequencing of respiratory tract samples
revealed that a novel RNA virus from the genus betacoronavirus was the causal agent of
pneumonia in patients from Wuhan, China1–3. The virus, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has since spread globally, causing approximately 30 million
infections and over 950,000 deaths4.
Prior to the discovery of SARS-CoV-2, only six coronaviruses were known to cause
human disease – four which cause the common cold (HCoV-OC43, HCoV-HKU1, HCoV-NL63,
and HCoV-229E) and two other strains of zoonotic origin, severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS-CoV) and Middle East respiratory syndrome virus (MERS-CoV)5. SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
caused fatal respiratory disease outbreaks in 2002 and 2003 (SARS-CoV) and 2012 (MERS-CoV)6–
8.

Though phylogenetic analysis of full-length SARS-CoV-2 genomes indicates that a single

zoonotic transmission event, from bats to humans, occurred mid-November 2019, the origin of
the virus is still unclear9. SARS-CoV-2 shares 94.4% genome sequence identity with SARS-CoV
but is most closely related to the bat SARSr-CoV RaTG13, sharing 96.2% sequence identity and
97% amino acid identity with the RaTG13 spike glycoprotein10,11.
The public health response to COVID-19 has been facilitated by the unprecedented
efforts of scientists sharing sequence data from clinical isolates worldwide. NCBI’s GenBank and
the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID) have served as the primary
repositories for SARS-CoV-2 full genome sequences. Over 100,000 sequences have been
uploaded to date and these sequences have enabled the estimation of the virus mutation
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rate12. The most comprehensive mutational analysis published thus far (n > 48,800 SARS-CoV-2
complete genomes) reported an average of 7.23 mutations per sample; relative to the
reference Wuhan genome NC_045512.213. The global sequencing initiative also facilitated the
identification of a clade newly emerged viruses carrying the D614G spike protein substitution,
caused by an A to G mutation at nucleotide position 23,40314. Over the course of a single
month, the D614G became the globally dominant form of SARS-CoV-2; especially in Europe and
North America. It is suspected that mutation may confer a fitness advantage, as higher levels of
viral shedding have been observed in G614 infected patients and higher in vitro infectious titers
have been associated with G614-bearing viruses14. However, in patients infected with the G614
variant, viral load and clinical outcomes are not always correlated, indicating that the mutation
is less important for COVID-19 disease oucomes15,16. Nevertheless, the discovery the D614G
mutation illustrates the how SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing informs our understanding of the
biology and epidemiology of the virus. Additionally, the identification of natural polymorphisms
in genes encoding the SARS-CoV-2 structural proteins, spike(S), envelope(E), membrane(M),
and nucleocapsid(N), is crucial for vaccine design.
As of September 18, 2020, there have been over 40,000 confirmed SARS-CoV-2
infections in DoD personnel (military, civilian, dependents & contractors). The availability of
local tools for viral genomic epidemiology surveillance could aid DoD medical and public health
officials tasked with monitoring the health and readiness of military service members. Here we
present a sequencing & bioinformatics workflow for stand-alone, real-time tracking of
pathogen evolution at Lackland Air Force Base, TX (JBSA/Lackland). This workflow could be
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adopted for other DoD installations, and could also improve long-term readiness efforts by
providing a mechanism for analyzing future disease outbreaks.
Methods:
Sample Collection and Total RNA Isolation
Excess clinical specimens (nasopharyngeal swabs) were diluted 1:1 in Zymo DNA/RNA Shield
(Zymo Research©, cat. R1100-250) and frozen at -80℃ until RNA isolation. 500 µL of sample
was isolated using the Qiagen© RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, cat. 74106), following the
manufacturer’s protocol.
Real-Time PCR to determine viral load pre-sequencing
A modified version of the CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time rRT-PCR panel (CDC/DHHS) was used to
detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA from July clinical specimens prior to whole genome sequencing. (Note:
In an effort to focus on competency development, June specimens were directly used for
sequencing library preparation.) Primers and probes designed by the CDC were commercially
synthesized and comprised two 2019-nCoV-specific sets (N1, N2). Reactions were prepared
using the TaqMan® RNA-to-Ct™ 1-Step Kit (ThermoFisher, cat. 4392656). A positive control,
Genomic RNA from SARS-Related Coronavirus2, Isolate, USA-WA1/2020 (ATCC, cat. VR-1986D)
and a non-template control, nuclease-free water, were included with each run. 20 µL RT-PCR
reactions (5µL of RNA and 15µL target master mix) were performed on the ABI StepOnePlus™
Real-Time PCR system using the following conditions: 48℃ for 15 min, 95℃ for 10 min,
followed by 45 cycles of 95℃ for 15 sec and 60℃ for 1 min. Quantitation of FAM-labeled
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probes occurred at the end of each cycle. Amplicon-based SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing was
carried out on all samples with N1 CT < 25 (n=29 July samples).
Tiling: Amplicon-based SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing
Paragon Genomics’ CleanPlex® SARS-CoV-2 Panel (cat. 918011) for Illumina platforms was used
to prepare sequencing libraries (starting concentration of 10-50 ng RNA per sample). As a
positive control, sequencing libraries were also prepped for VR-1986D, Genomic RNA from
SARS-Related Coronavirus 2, Isolate USA-WA1/2020. Library quality and concentration was
assessed via fragment analysis using Advanced Analytics’ High Sensitivity NGS Fragment
Analysis Kit (cat. DNF-474-0500). For each sample, a library quality ratio score (QRS) was
determined by dividing the fragment analysis trace 250-350 bp peak concentration (ng/µL) by
150-190 bp fragment peak concentration (ng/µL): excellent (QRS >10), Good (QRS 1.0 – 10), Fair
(QRS <1 and >0.5), Poor (QRS < 0.5). Libraries were denatured and diluted to a final loading
concentration of 1.5 pM following the Illumina NextSeq System Denature and Dilute Libraries
Guide (Document # 15048776 v09), and then sequenced on the NextSeq 500 system at 2 x 151
bp using the NextSeq Mid Output v2, (300 cycle) kit (Illumina, cat. 15057939). Poor libraries
(QRS < 0.5) were excluded from downstream bioinformatics analysis after sequencing.
Illumina adaptor sequences were trimmed using the BaseSpace Onsite FASTQ Toolkit v1.0.0.
Primer sequences were removed using the fgbio toolkit, installed in a Linux environment
(http://bioconda.github.io/recipes/fgbio/README.html) and a tab delimited file with primer
genomic coordinates provided by Paragon Genomics. Adapter/primer trimmed FASTQ files
were aligned to the SARS-CoV-2 reference genome (NC_045512.2) using Illumina DRAGEN Bio-
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IT Platform. Genome coverage uniformity and mapping was visualized in IGV (BAM and VCF
files) and consensus FASTA files were created using the fgbio toolkit.
Probe: Hybrid-Capture Target Enrichment Sequencing
First and second strand cDNA synthesis was carried with Maxima H Minus dsDNA Synthesis Kit
(Thermo Scientific, cat. K2561) from 13 µL RNA. Synthesized cDNAs were cleaned with Qiagen’s
QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, cat #28104) and the 260/280 ratio and concentration
were determined using NanoDrop. Enriched NGS libraries were constructed using Illumina’s
Nextera DNA Flex Pre-Enrichment kit (cat. 20025524), the IDT for Illumina UD Indexes Set A
(cat. 20027213), and the Respiratory Virus Oligos Panel (cat. 20042472), which contains ~7800
probes to detect respiratory viruses, including SARS-CoV-2.
Briefly, 300-500 ug of cDNA was underwent tagmentation, clean-up, and pre-enrichment
amplification. After amplification, individual libraries underwent probe hybridization, probe
capture, enrichment amplification, and quantification. Libraries were pooled, denatured,
diluted to a concentration of 1.5 pM and sequenced at 2 x 151 bp using the NextSeq Mid
Output v2, (300 cycle) kit (Illumina, cat. 15057939).
Adaptor sequences were trimmed using BaseSpace Onsite and trimmed, concatenated FASTQ
files were aligned to the SARS-CoV-2 reference genome (NC_045512.2) using Illumina DRAGEN
Bio-IT Platform. Genome coverage uniformity and mapping was visualized in IGV (BAM and VCF
files) and consensus FASTA files were created using the fgbio toolkit.
Shotgun metagenomics sequencing
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cDNA was reverse transcribed (without DNase treatment) from 5 µL of RNA per sample using
the Ovation® RNA-Seq System kit (Tecan, cat. 7102). The cDNA concentration was determined
by fragment analysis and the maximum volume of input DNA was used to prepare shotgun
libraries using the Illumina Nextera DNA Flex Library Prep kit (cat. 20018704) and Nextera DNA
CD Indexes (cat. 20018707). Fragment analysis (Adv. Analytical, cat. DNF-474-0500) was used to
determine library size and concentration and the libraries were normalized, denatured, and
then diluted to a loading concentration of 1.8 pM. A NextSeq 500/550 High Output v2, 150
cycles kit (Illumina, cat. 15057931) was used to sequence at 2 x 76 bp.
Adaptor sequences were trimmed as previously described and the BaseSpace Onsite Kraken
Metagenomics app was used for Shotgun sequencing analysis. The SNAP aligner was used to
filter human sequences by aligning to RefSeq hg 19. Alignment to the SARS-CoV-2 genome and
generation of consensus sequences FASTA files was carried out as described above.
Phylogenetic tree construction
The Nexstrain conda environment, Auger (bioinformatics tooling) and auspice (the Nextstrain
visualization app), was downloaded and installed locally17. The Nextstrain SARS-CoV-2 tutorial,
including snakemake file with auger commands, was downloaded
(https://nextstrain.github.io/ncov) and utilized as the foundation of the CIRS SARS-CoV-2
pathogen build. An additional 48 global SARS-CoV-2 FASTA sequences (from 5/3/2020 –
8/14/2020) were downloaded from GSAID and added to the pathogen build. Next, the
consensus genome sequences (FASTA) for CIRS clinical specimens (n = 39, with two duplicate
samples) and FASTA’s for the positive control samples (n = 2) were added. Metadata for the
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CIRS specimens includes the following: Sample ID (PIN), date collected, location (North America,
TX, 59MDW), and date uploaded. 59MDW viral genomes (FASTA sequences) were uploaded to
GSAID (post-Public Affairs clearance).
To build phylogenetic trees in Nextstrain, the Snakemake command was run, referencing CIRS
sequences and the Nextstrain CIRS SARS-CoV-2 pathogen build, and auspice was used to visual
the output .json file in the Nextstrain environment.
Protein structural analysis
Cryo-EM three-dimensional structure of SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein available in RCSB
Protein Data Bank were reviewed and the PDB structure 6VYB was downloaded18. SWISSMODEL (https://swissmodel.expasy.org) was utilized with homology modeling online server
with Spike glycoprotein NCBI Reference Sequence: YP_009724390.1 to fill in missing residues.
The resulting file was utilized in PyMOL to create renderings of the spike protein with predicted
epitope regions per Grifoni et al. colored black, and specific areas of the trimer colored as in
Wrapp et al19,18.
Results:
Under an IRB exempt protocol, we received 15 nasopharyngeal swab (NP) specimens
from the Wilford Hall Clinical Laboratory in June 2020. Fourteen of the specimens tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2 at the WHMC laboratory, while one was negative. Upon arrival at the
CIRS lab, samples were assigned a 4-digit PIN number and all other identifying information was
removed. Total RNA was extracted using the Qiagen RNeasy Mini kit. Paragon Genomics’
CleanPlex® SARS-CoV-2 Panel, an amplicon-based next-generation sequencing library
9

preparation method, was used to prepare sequencing libraries from all 15 clinical specimens
(Sample 2875 in duplicate) and from a positive control, Genomic RNA from SARS-Related
Coronavirus 2, Isolate USA-WA1/2020 (Figure S1). We then used fragment analysis to calculate
a library quality ratio score (QRS) where the concentration (ng/uL) of fragments of the expected
library amplicon size (250-350bp) was normalized the by the concentration of fragments which
represented primer dimers and non-specific products (150-190bp). Of the 16 specimen
libraries, five (2913, 2965, 3124, 2875A and 2875B) had excellent QRS scores (QRS>10), 2973
and 3014 were good (QRS 1.0 – 10), 3095 was fair (QRS <1 and >0.5), and the remaining nine
were poor (QRS < 0.5). The QRS score for the positive control library (PC-June) was excellent. All
samples were sequenced at 2x151 bp long reads on a NextSeq Mid Output flow cell. Once the
CleanPlex primer sequences were removed from the reads, only libraries with Good & Excellent
QRS scores mapped to the SARS-CoV-2 reference genome (NC_045512.2) at over 99.95%
genome coverage. Thus, all poor tiling libraries from the June samples were excluded from
further downstream analysis. We then re-sequenced a subset of the June specimens using
shotgun-metagenomic and probe (hybrid-capture) sequencing techniques in order to cross
validate our SARS-CoV-2 whole genome sequencing and determine if these methods were more
or less sensitive to low viral loads than tiling preps (Figure S1). SARS-CoV-2 was successfully
sequenced from only one of the “poor” tiling samples, 2576, with both shotgun and probe
methods (97.81% and 100% 20X genome coverage for shotgun and probe, respectively).
Another “poor” sample, 2699, sequenced at 20X depth of 73.38% for shotgun and at 100% for
probe. We were able to use the probe sequence reads for 2576 and 2699 to generate variant
call files (VCF) and SARS-CoV-2 consensus genome FASTA sequences. Based on these results, we
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concluded that probe-based sequencing is a useful alternative to tiling and shotgun sequencing
when working with samples with low viral loads. However, despite the increased sensitivity, the
preparation of probe-based sequencing libraries is 3X longer than tiling library prep - 3 days to
prepare a single probe library versus 1 day per tiling library. In the event that actionable
sequencing data is required, tiling library prep is the most efficient and effective method,
especially for specimens with high viral loads (N1 CT > 25).
We received an additional 38 exempt clinical specimens in July. Prior to sequencing, we
used a modified version of the CDC real-time PCR assay to determine the CT values for the N1
and N2 targets. Specimens with N1 CT > 25 (n=29) and the USA-WA1/2020 genomic RNA (PCJuly) were used to prepare tiling sequence libraries. As before, a single specimen (3667) was
sequenced in duplicate. All 31 samples yielded either good or excellent QRS scores, and
consensus SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences were generated for all libraries.
To visualize the phylogeny of the 59MDW samples, we created a pathogen build for a
locally installed version of Nextstrain, an open-source visualization tool from the GASAID
(gisaid.org) (Hadfield). First, we modified the Nextstrain SARS-CoV-2 tutorial, which contained
419 global SARS-CoV-2 genomes, by adding an additional 48 specimens sequenced between
May and August 2020, bringing the total number of global SARS-CoV-2 sequences in the build to
467. These global strains were collected in different regions and classified into one of five
distinct clades identified in Nextstrain – 19A, 19B, 20A, 20B, and 20C. Next, the SARS-CoV-2
sequences and metadata from 59MDW (n=41) were added to the build. Finally, the completed
build was used to generate a .json file containing 342 viral genomes. This file was then run in
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auspice, the program to render Nextstrain visualizations, creating time and divergence
phylogenies, diversity plots, and map-based visualizations of the data (Figure 1).
We observed a single nucleotide change in both positive control specimens (PC-June,
PC-July) when compared to the reference sequence for USA-WA1/2020 (Figure 1). As the
change was observed in PC samples sequenced using all three methods (tiling, probe, and
shotgun), we suspect that the change could be due to the fact that the USA-WA1/2020 virus
was purchased from ATCC (cat # VR-1986D), and may have undergone multiple passages
through cell culture prior to RNA extraction. Further, analysis of the phylogenetic tree and an
alignment of the variant call files (IGV VCF alignment) verified that genomes of both specimens
sequenced in duplicate (2875 and 3667) were identical (Figure S2). Additionally, the analysis
revealed that several individuals carried the same viral strains (Figure S3). Finally, we did an indepth analysis of a cluster of infections in the 20C clade by zooming in on the cluster in the
Nextstrain divergence phylogeny and using IGV VCF alignment IGV (Figure S2). In this single
cluster of 15 specimens, 3 individuals shared the same virus. Furthermore, we found two other
sets of individuals who had the same virus, indicative of multiple virus transmission events
within the JBSA population. Overall, we identified 109 nucleotide changes in the coding region
of the SARS-CoV-2 genome (which led to 63 unique, non-synonymous amino acid mutations),
one mutation in the 5’UTR, and two mutations in the 3’UTR (Table 1).
Next, we focused our analysis on nucleotide mutations which cause non-synonymous
amino acid changes the viral structural proteins (Table 2). Seven non-synonymous changes in
the spike protein, one in the envelope, and 6 in the nucleocapsid were identified. Interestingly,
no mutations in the membrane were identified. All 37 viruses contained the G614 variant
12

(nucleotide 23,403 A>G), which is expected based on global sequence data and the dominance
of the D614G in North America. The second most frequent spike mutation (6/37 samples) was
found in nucleotide 23,625 C>T, which caused a change in amino acid 688 from Alanine (A) to
Valine (V). Of note, 688 is the final amino acid the novel furin cleavage site of the SARS-CoV-2
spike glycoprotein20. Five viruses contained a mutation in amino acid 892 from Alaline (A) to
Serine (S). Additional spike mutations were: R21T, D228Y, T732A, and A1070S, each identified in
single viruses. To visualize the effect of these mutations on the viral spike protein, we utilized
PyMOL to overlay the mutations (shown in grey) on the prefusion CryoEM rendering of the
trimeric spike glycoprotein, with predicted linear B cell epitopes shown in black19. Interestingly,
the virus isolated from sample 3784 carried three spike protein mutations (D614G, A688V, and
A1070S) (Figure 2A), more than was observed for any other specimen. The model for viruses
carrying mutations at D614G and A892S shows that amino acid 892 lies on the surface of the S2
domain, but not within a predicted immune epitope (Figure 2B). The remaining nonsynonymous spike mutations were low frequency (found in only a single virus). Nevertheless,
plotting these changes on the spike protein model reveals that mutation amino acid 732 is
embedded within the S2 domain of the protein, and may thus be inaccessible to the host
immune response (Figure 2C). Amino acid 288 lies within the N-terminal domain, but in close
proximity to the receptor binding domain (Figure 2D).
Discussion:
The present study describes a local pipeline for molecular epidemiological surveillance
to track viral evolution and outbreaks. The workflow described in this paper: viral RNA isolation,
viral load quantification, tiling-based next-generation sequencing, sequencing & bioinformatics
13

analysis, and data visualization can be accomplished in less than a week using tools available at
the JBSA/Lackland CIRS laboratory. Tracking viral mutations is essential for effective vaccine
design and sequencing may also identify super-spreading transmission events.
Ultimately, this work will enable public health and infectious disease officials to utilize
secure, password protected, phylogenetic and protein modeling data for rapid assessment of a
variety of questions with respect to SARS-CoV-2. The fast turn-around time could be useful for
local officials seeking real-time information on the overall on the health and readiness of
military service members, dependents, civilians, and contractors.
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